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NEWSLETTER

he year 2014 has been a busy one for Handelians.
Quite apart from the centenary of World War I, it

has seen the less publicised tercentenary of the

included is information about the International Handel
Research Prize 2015, Handel Institute Awards for Handel
research, and the newly created Handel Institute

accession of Elector Georg Ludwig of Hanover as King
George I of Great Britain. It has therefore been a year in

Conference Awards, together with announcements about
forthcoming conferences. But we begin with an essay on

which to remember all things Hanoverian, including
Handel and his eminent precursor as Kapellmeister,

a little-known corner of Handel's life and work - his
involvement in Hamburg society as a youthful composer
and performer of secular cantatas.

T

Agostino Steffani. Some of this activity is reflected
below, especially in the reviews of Handel festivals. Also

Colin Timms

VOCAL CHAMBER MUSIC IN HAMBURG:
KEISER, MATTHESON AND HANDEL*
Among the genres cultivated by German composers in the
eighteenth century, vocal chamber music seems, as before
and since, to play a subordinate role in musicological
research. This may be due, on one hand, to the paucity of
sources or. on the other, to the heterogeneity of the
surviving body of works. However that may be, it is easier
to describe innovative developments on the basis of such
larger forms as opera, oratorio and music for celebratory
events.
Nevertheless, a glance at the whole phenomenon of
vocal chamber music, even in an urban cultural setting
such as Hamburg, reveals a different picture. As well as
reflecting the developments seen in larger forms, chamber
works prove to have been, to a remarkable extent, a field
for experimentation. At the same time they display a
juxtaposition of features that music historians claim to
have been successive. Insofar as the contexts of
composition and performance can be determined, these
works also offer insights into the cultural practices of elite,

*

often aristocratic, circles in which, evidently, musicians
were surprisingly well integrated.
This essay highlights certain aspects of the vocal
chamber music of Reinhard Keiser ( 1674-1739). Now that
this decidedly varied repertory is available complete in a
three-volume critical edition by Thomas Ihlenfeld!
(Bremen) and the present author, 1 it is possible for the first
time to offer a comprehensive overview of these works.
Attention is paid, in addition, to the cantatas of Johann
Mattheson ( 1681-1764 ).2 From this it emerges, among
other things, that a highly productive phase in the
composition especially of Italian chamber cantatas by
Keiser and Mattheson coincides with Handel's period in
Hamburg - a fact almost entirely ignored by musicology.3
There are signs, also, that Handel participated in the
production of such chamber music and thus moved in the
relevant Hamburg circles.
Keiser exploited the full spectrum of forms and genres
of vocal chamber music as cultivated in Germany around

This article is based on a revised version ofmy ·vokalc Kammermusik in Hamburg: Keiser, Mattheson und Hiindel', J\,filleilungen des Fre1111desund
Forderkreis des /-lii11del-Ha11ses
=u Halle e. V.(2014). Heft I, 56-61.
Reinhard Keiser. Hercules au(dem Scheide-Wege I £111/auhteWalder (Wilhelmshaven: Florian Noetzel, 2005); We/1/id1e Ka11tate11
1111d
Arie11,2 vols
(Beeskow: ornis, 2012-13).

2

Thirteen chamber cantatas by Matthcson are known, all with Italian words. Twelve of them survive in Hamburg (O-Hs) in two autograph collections:
'Sei Cantatc 3. Con & 3. Senza Stromenti Opera Seconda [Opera Tcrza·. respectively) (O-Hs, ND VJ 112a and 113). Op. 2 is dated 1708, op. 3 'April
18. l 709': op. 3 also bears the words "Fine <leiTorno qua no'. Op. I and any further collection are lost. The six cantatas for soprano and continuo from
opp. 2 and 3 are edited by Jorg Jacobi in Tre Cantare Opera Secoll{/a [ Ter=a]( Bremen: edition baroque, 2005 ). The cantata · Amorosa violena' survives
in a single copy by an unknown scribe (D-Hs, Cod. Hans. lV:38-42: 11: l 0: e): cf. Hans Joachim Marx, ·Unbekannte Kompositionen aus Johann
Matthesons NachlaB', in Nell" ,\4a1tlreso11
Srudies, eel.G. J. Buelow and fl. J. Marx (Cambridge. l 983). 213-55, at 217-22.

1700. Each of his four volumes of cantatas, all printed in
Hamburg, presents an example of a patticular segment of
this spectmm: German cantatas in the form of pastoral
scenes for a soloist (in various roles) and instmments, which
had been composed in Wolfenbiittel (Gemiiths-Ergotz1111g,
1698); ltalian and German duets, arias and cantatas without
instruments (Divertimenti serenissimi, 1713); the first socalled 'moral'
cantatas, also without instruments
(M11sicalischeLand-lust, 1714) and, finally, a collection of
arias and cantatas, again designated 'moral', some with a
larger complement of instruments. that originated at a
celebration of the I 714 Peace of Baden (Kayserliche
Friedens-Post, 1715).4 These are supplemented by nine
[talian solo cantatas surviving in manuscript5 and by the
cantata 'Mi lasci dunque, o sospirata Dori'. to a text by
Ba1thold Hinrich Brockes. Composed probably in the winter
of 1713-14, 'Mi lasci dunque' was included in Keiser's
L 'i11gan110
fede/e (1714; libretto by Johann Ulrich Konig)
and published at Hamburg in 1714 in a selection of pieces
from this opera.6
In the light of what survives and of the programmatic
prefaces to, especially. the first two printed editions,7 one
might be inclined to think that Keiser attached greater
impo1iance to his Gennan than to his Italian chamber music.
Attention has repeatedly been drawn to the innovato1y
impetus given, in particular. by the Gemiiths-E1gotz11ngand
Land-Lust to the development of an independent German
cantata tradition.8 Nevertheless, in this connection two
points should be borne in mind. First, it was easier to break
into the Hamburg music market for a broad urban public
with German-text pieces, especially in the sphere of
chamber music not already known from the opera stage; 9
second, it seems that most ltalian chamber music was not
composed for the public domain: some works, evidently.
were not meant to be made public. The choice of pieces to
be printed, therefore, appears to have been determined by
the circumstances of their reception as well as production.
and less - if at all - by the idea of creating landmarks in the
history of musical form.
The social setting for Italian (and partly also for German)
chamber music were the musical meetings or private
concerts held in the town houses and on the count1y estates
of aristocrats, diplomats and /iterati. 10 Here, representatives
of the nobility rubbed shoulders with members of the upper4

middle class. The musicians who can be shown to have been
involved include Keiser, Mattheson, the violinist Eberhard
Reinwald and various opera singers, male and female. The
sparse sources of information on such gatherings - including
passages in the articles on Keiser and Mattheson in the
latter's Grund/age ei11er Ehrenpforte (1740) and Keiser's
surviving letters 11 - do at least make clear how freely
musicians could move in the highest echelons of Hamburg
society.
For some pieces of music there is evidence of a direct
connection with this social circle. This is true of two cantatas
dedicated undoubtedly to Maria Aurora von Konigsmarck Mattheson's · Aurora, dove sei' (the first cantata in his op. 2;
see note 2)12 and Keiser's L ·occaso di Titone al/ Aurora
oriente- and to Keiser's aria '[hr schonen Augen seid selbst
Richter', of which she wrote the words. Keiser's ·Aurora'
cantata and Konigsmarck aria were included in his
Divertimenti sere11issimi. Another example is his cantata
'Poco amore mi contenta', preserved in a scribal copy with
Keiser's autograph inscription ·pour Mad.ell Koppen. Del
R.do Cesare' (see Fig. l) - a gift from the composer to a
member of the upper middle-class Kopp family, with whom
he evidently enjoyed friendly relations.1J
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Fig. 1: cantata 'Poco amore mi contenta', copied by Hamburg
scribe B: Berlin, Staatsbibliothek PreuOischer Kulturbesitz,
Mus. ms. 30212. The dedication, composer's name, figures and
trills were written by Keiser.

On these printed sources, see Keiser, Weltliche Kanta/en u11dArie11,i, pp. VIIJ-IX.

5

For information on the sources, see Keiser. We///iche Kantatm wrd Arie11,ii. pp. XXVIIJ-XX.XJI.

6

Erlese11eSiit::eaus Jer Opera L "i11gm1110.fede/e
(I lamburg: F1iederich Conrad Greflinger, n.d.); Keiser's dedication 10 Cyrill Wich is dated 6 October 1714.
For an edition of this version, for soprano, flute and continuo. see Keiser, Croesus Erlese11eSiit::eaus L 'i11ga11nojedele,
ed. M. Schneider. Denkmiiler
Deutscher Tonkunst, 37-8 (Leipzig. 1912). A second (manuscript) version, for alto, viola and continuo. is edited in Keiser. Welr/icheKa11111ten
1111d
Arien. ii.

7

See facsimiles and discussion in Keiser, Weltlicl1eKa111a1en
1111d
Arien. i.

8

See. for example. Richard Pctwldt, Die Kirche11fomposilio11en1111d
,.-eltlid1e11Km1tate11Reinhard Keisers (167-1-1739)(Diisseldorf, 1935). 42-69:
Eschenbach, 'Die moralischcn Kantatcn ·; Gcorg Philipp Telemann. Ka111111erka111aten.
ed. S. Zohn: Telemann, Musikalische Werke. 44 (Kassel.2011 ), pp.
IX-X.and Keiser. We!tlicheKwllaten und Arie11.i. p. VTif.

9

Contempormy prints of selections from operas presented the 'best" arias, including, naturally, Italian numbers.

IO For details, see Keiser, WeltliclreKa11tatc11
um/ Arie11,i-ii.

II

See Torben Krogh, 'Reinhard Keiser in Kopenhagen', in Festsclmfi_llirJoham1es Wo/l::11sei11e111
sechzigste11Geb11rtsrage.ed. W. Lott, H. Osthoff and W.
Wolflhcim (Berlin, 1929), 79-87, ut 84; and Drauschke, Die deuts, hen 11·e/Tiichen
Ka11ta1e11.
131f.

12 Ed. in Jacobi, Tre Cw1t111e.
1-5.

13 See Keiser, Welt/icheKa11/ate1111nd
Arien. ii. p. VIII[

The case of · Poco am ore· suggests, of course, that a
sizable proportion of chamber music works went as gifts
into the private collections of prominent figures and were
never seen or heard again. We may be dealing here with a
practice,
reminiscent
of sixteenth-century
musica
riservata, that would explain why Keiser's surviving
output of Italian chamber music, in manuscript and print,
is so small.
It seems likely that, over and above his employment in
the house of the English ambassador John Wich, Handel
moved in this society and composed vocal music for it.
Mainwaring ( 1760) states that 'two chests-full' of Handel
compositions 'were left at Hamburgh ', 14 but according to
Mattheson (I 761 ), Hamburgers knew nothing about them:
all that remained were two minuets and a half-aria in
Wich's playbook ('Spielbuch') of 1704. 15 Burney (1789)
mentions a Hamburg cantata by Handel entitled 'Casti
amori'; 16 no such cantata survives, but there is an aria
beginning with those words. 17 The question of Italian
chamber music dating from Handel's Hamburg years is
discussed below with reference to specific examples and is
illuminated in new ways by equivalent works by Keiser and
Mattheson.
I. 'Caro autor di mia doglia' (HWV 182n).Among the
practices of the music meetings mentioned above it seems
there was a place for parallel settings of a single text in the
form of an artistic contest. Two such examples by
Mattheson and Keiser are known.18 It is also known that
·Handel's early bipartite chamber duet 'Caro au tor' /
'Oagli amori flagellata' is based on a text that Keiser set
in the same way; Keiser's duet opens his Divertimenti
serenissimi.19 It can hardly be doubted that Handel took
the poem from Keiser. He certainly borrowed from his
composition: this applies immediately to the setting of the
first part not as recitative but as a duet (not required by the
text20), and then to keys, internal sectionalisation of the
text and also a few bars in the first part.21 Ellen Harris
suggested, on the evidence of the paper, that the autograph
of HWV 182a was written in 1706 in Florence or
Venice,22 and the duet is thus numbered among Handel's
early Italian works. It is, however, quite possible - indeed,

in view of the wilful text and the connection with Keiser,
even probable - that Handel had already completed and
performed the composition in Hamburg, in direct
competition with its model, and that in Italy he merely
copied it afresh. This interpretation is supported by his
extremely careful fair copy.23
2. Cantatas with obbligato harpsichord
parts: a
Hamburg phenomenon'? ln Keiser's cantata 'Benche
sempre crndel' for bass, violin and continuo the A section
of the opening aria is accompanied by an obbligato
harpsichord part notated on two staves (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: cantata 'Benche sempre crude!', for bass, solo violin,
obbligato harpsichord and continuo, copied by an
anonymous scribe: Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preullischer
Kulturbesitz, Mus. ms. autogr. Agricola, .I. F. 1 (Position 14).
Information before the first accolade, and supplements,
added by an unknown hand and by Poelchau. For a complete
facsimile, seehttp://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/
SBB0000F03200E0000.

This is Keiser's only known chamber composition of the
kind.24 The cantata must have been composed in 1707 or
L708. In this connection a passage in Burney is of interest.
Burney writes that he 'procured at Hamburgh, in 1773, a
manuscript collection of cantatas, by the principal composers

14 John Mainwaring, 1vfemoirs ofrlw life of the late George Frederic Handel (London, 1760). 149.
15 'Wir Hamburger haben bisher noch nichts von dicsen beyden Kisten vemommen. In Wich seinem Spielbuche von 1704 stehen zwo Menuetten und eine
halbe Arie, das ist alles': Johann Mattheson. Georg Frideric/1 Hii,ule/s lebe11sbe.schreibw1g (Hamburg, 1761), I 12.
16 Charles Burney, A Cie11eru/His10,y o{Music.fi-0111the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, iv (London, 1789), 261.

17 See John H. Robe1ts, 'A new Handel aria, or Hamburg revisited', in Georg Friedrich Hii11de/- ei11Lehe11si11ha/t.Cedenkschr!fi.fiir Bemd Basel! (19341993). ed. K. 1-Iortschansky and K. Musketa (Halle. 1995), 113-30, and Keiser, We/t/iche Kanta/en und Arie11,ii, p. XXT.
l8

The cantata 'Benche sempre crude!', set by both composers probably in 1707-8, and the opening aria of the cantata 'Begli occhi, risolvetevi' (of which
Mattheson probably also set the remainder of the text): see Keiser, Welrliclze Ka11tate11und Arie 11, ii, p. !Xf.

19 See Hans Joachim Marx, ·zur Autorschaft des Karnmerduetts "Caro autor di mia doglia" (HWV 183)', G6tti11gerHiinde/-Beitriige, 5 ( 1993), 308-13.

°
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Cf. Reinmar Emans, 'Kammerduette und-terzette',
497-543, at 503.

in Hiindels Kirche11musik und voka/e Kammermusik. ed. H.J. Marx and M. Callela (Laabcr, 2012),

21 On the motivic similarities between the settings of Keiser and Handel, see Konstanze Musketa, 'Die Duetti und Terzetti da camera von Georg Friedrich
Handel' (dissertation. Halle University. 1987), 105-8.
22 Ellen T. Harris, Hm1del as 01phr?us: Voice and Desire in the Chamber Cantatas (Cambridge, MA, 2001). 269.

23

London, British Librmy, RM 20. g. 9; see facsimile in Georg Friedrich Handel, Kammerduette,
Ausgabe, V/7 (Kassel, 2011), p. XIX.

Kammerterzette,

ed. K. Musketa: Hallische Handel-·

24 His dramatic works, however. include two movements with similar accompaniments: the cavata 'Ach wic schnell bistu entwichen' with obbligato harp
(suggested by the libretto) in Orpheus (I 709), Act V, scene 6, and the ·cantata con stromenti' (ARA; Chalumeaux I/II, Spinetto di campanelle, e Liuto)
'Wie lange, Hen-, wie Jang verbirgstu dich vor mir°J in Der siege11de David (I 716).

of the early part of the present century; among which are two
by Handel, which J never saw elsewhere; and these, it is most
probable, were produced in that city, during his residence
there, previous to his arrival in England, or journey into
Italy'. Burney continues:
One of these cantatas has a spirited accompaniment for a
harpsichord, obligato. [ ... ]This cantata is the more likely
to have been composed early in his youth, as there are
some little liberties, and negligences in the composition,
which have never appeared in his later productions. 25
That Burney expressly mentions the obbligato
harpsichord part is understandable: as in the case of Keiser,
this is the only known example in any cantata by HandeJ.26 Is
it possible that behind this cantata there lurks an artistic
contest between Handel and Keiser - or Mattheson? This
kind of accompaniment is not known in any of Mattheson ·s
surviving Italian cantatas but possibly in an aria in which the
instrnmental part on the uppe1most stave can be played by a
harpsichord or unison violins.27 Behind these exceptional
harpsichord parts there may have been a Hamburg system of
production and performance in which ambitious keyboard
players and composers, among them Mattheson and possibly
Handel, were particularly conspicuous.
Intensive study ofKeiser's cantatas affords insights into a
musical and literary landscape in Hamburg that existed
alongside public events (opera, oratorio and solo concerts)
and musical celebrations, and which is characterised by
specific circumstances of composition and reception. Few
definite signs of this private - indeed, intimate - cultural
scene survive, but from an examination of both musical
sources and written evidence there emerges a picture
revealing, among other things, how closely Hamburg
musicians were tied into the appropriate social circles.
Although there is little evidence, either, that Handel wrote
vocal chamber music in that city, we may assume that, in
addition to his ability as a dramatic composer and his
knowledge of the opera business, he took from Hamburg to
Italy some experience of an elite urban cultural scene.

Hansjorg Drauschke
25 Charles Bmney. ·sketch of the Life of Hander, in An Arcou11tof the

Musical Per(or111a,1ces
in /Yest111i11ster-Abhey.
and the Pa11theo11
.
/11Co111111e11;oration
o/Ha11de/ (London, 1785). *7-*8. note (a). The
manuscript mentioned by Burney is lost: see Roberts, · A new Handel
aria', 115.
26

The harpsichord version of ·Crude! tiranno Amor' (HWV 97b; c.
1738)- an arrangement for an unknown purpose ofan earlier cantata
with insm1ments (HWV 97; 1721) ... is an exceptional case: see
Gcorg Friedrich Handel, Crude/ tiran,10 Amor. Fassung Jiir

Si11gstimmeu11dTas/e11inslrn111e11/
H/VV 97b. Fak.simi/e 11ndEdition,
ed. B. Over (Kassel, 2006).
~7 The aria is 'Stando lunghi dal bene' in 'Quanti affanni ad un core',
the sixth cantata in Manheson 'sop. 2 (see note 2), which is headed
·Aria.Col Cembalo. overo Viol: Unis.'; like the harpsichord slave in
Keiser's ·Benche sempre crudel'. the instrumental part is notated in
the soprano clef (Jacobi presents it as the upper stave of a
harpsichord part). There is also an example in his wedding serenata
Die iiher die Enl(em1111gtriumphierende Bestii11digkei1( 1717): here
the harpsichord represents Tcrpsicorc's zither and Phoebus·s lute; cf.
Steffen Voss. ·Johann Matthcsons Hochzeitsmusiken'. in Beilriige

:ur Musikgeschirhte Hamburgs vom Mittelal!e,· his i11die Ne1i=eit
(Frankfrn1 a. M., 200 I). 243-7.

1714ANDALLTHAT
Three hundred years ago, in September 1714, Elector
Georg Ludwig of Hanover arrived in London as king of
Great Britain and Ireland. His accession was made
possible by a combination of factors. The Act of
Settlement passed by the English parliament in 170 I had
established that the English and Irish thrones would pass
to the electress Sophia of Hanover, grand-daughter of
James I of England (James VI of Scotland), and to her
protestant heirs, and the Acts of Union passed in England
and Scotland in 1706 and 1707 had created the kingdom
of Great Britain. When Sophia died, on 8 June 1714, the
succession passed to her eldest child, Georg Ludwig.
George's accession and the resulting personal union
between Great Britain and Hanover have been marked this
year by exhibitions in England and Germany. As reported
in the last issue of this Newsletter, from February to May
the Foundling Museum mounted an exhibition entitled By

George'

Handel

·s

Music

Jen·

Royal

Occasions.

Meanwhile, at the Victoria and Albert Museum, William
Kent: Designing Georgian Britain explored the
achievements of the versatile architect William Kent, an
exact contemporary of Handel, and at the Queen's
Gallery, Buckingham Palace, The First Georgians: Art
and Monarchy 1714-1760, continues until 12 October.
At the Handel House Museum, the exhibition She was
despised: Handel and Susannah Cibber closes on 28
September, to be followed by A Year in the Life of
Handel: I 738, which runs from I October to 4 January
2015. '
The Hanoverian succession and the personal union
were also celebrated in this year's Handel festivals, as the
following reports make clear.
C. T.

LONDON HANDEL FESTIVAL
This year's festival in March and April offered more
concerts than ever, and this reviewer was able to attend
only a few of them. Nevertheless, the quality of
performance clearly goes from strength to strength under
the inspirational leadership of Laurence Cummings and
Adrian Butterfield: rarely has its resident composer been
better served anywhere in modern times.
The opera production was Arianna in Creta, directed
by Selina Cadell, who gave an informative talk about her
approach to the task in the afternoon of the third
performance. As usual there were two separate casts of
young singers who are present students or recent
graduates from the London academies of music (though
the small role of II Sonno was performed by Matthew
Buswell in both casts, as was an invented non-singing part
for Cupid, taken by Elliott Ross). Both casts were
outstanding: I am always amazed at the ability of these
young musicians to master their roles, in the original
Italian, with supreme professionalism, and this year's
singers were no exception. The orchestra, conducted by

Cummings, was first-class; it always sounds particularly
well in the Britten Theatre.
The staging, which can so often cause such apoplectic
upsets in such traditionalist
Handel buffs as your
co1Tespondent, was mostly sensible and unencumbered by
the presence of those tiresome extras, so often seen, whose
purpose seems to be to distract the audience from the
supposed tedium of da capo arias. I was a little fearful at
the beginning when we were shown a screen with shadow
puppets manipulated by Cupid (point obvious!), who
appeared as an extra at various moments in later scenes;
but once the action began, there was no problem. Arianna
is not regarded by the critics as one of Handel's operatic
masterpieces, but, as always, when the music starts it is so
lovely that one is not in a mood to cavil. I thoroughly
enjoyed both performances.
The other two concerts I attended were both at St
George's Church, the home of the festival. Israel in Egypt
was presented in the version of the first performance in
1739, that is, with an adaptation of the Funeral Anthem for
Queen Caroline as Part I. The anthem's music is superb,
but most agree that it fits rather uncomfortably in this
context. Once Israel proper, as one might call it, begins,
the music is, of course, Handel at his marvellous best.
Everyone in the packed audience was spellbound:
however familiar the piece may be, it is always
overwhelming.
As soon as any Handelian thinks of Deborah, there
comes to mind the famous pronouncement by Winton
Dean in his book on the oratorios (1959), 'Deborah is a
failure'. Dean's book is entitled Handel's Dramatic
Oratorios and Masques, and he was concerned to
demonstrate that these works (with the exception of Israel
in Egypt and Messiah) were conceived above all as music
dramas. In general terms he was right, since Handel's
librettists (Charles Jennens, Thomas Morell and the
others) were men of letters whose mental furniture
consisted not only of Shakespeare, Milton and the King
James version of the Bible, but also of ancient Greek
drama - and they understood very well the function of the
chorus in these works.
Deborah does indeed rather creak dramatically, but
Handel was experimenting with a new art fo1m. What he
wanted for his audience on this occasion was a concert of
magnificent music, much of which, such as the Coronation
Anthems of I 7'27, most of the audience had never heard.
The work has a rather nasty story from the Old Testament
as a framework - where else is a tent-peg driven through
somebody's head reported in bland recitative? - but some
wonderful music, with which it packs a considerable
punch. This clearly was Handel's principal concern. There
was agreement about this among several friends and
colleagues. not least Handel Institute council member
Matthew Gardner, who is editing the piece for the HHA a task that usually leads an editor to think that s/he is
dealing with a masterpiece!

Terence Best

GOTTlNGEN HANDEL FESTIVAL
The Gottingen festival in May, which focused on the
300th anniversary of the accession of George Ludwig as
King George I, was entitled 'Handel - Royal'. As a
second strand, and in keeping
with this year's
commemoration of the centenary of the outbreak of World
War I, the festival included a symposium that examined
Handel reception in the years leading up to this
cataclysmic disaster. Military conflict also influenced the
choice of this year's Handel opera, Faramondo, and
oratorio, Joshua.
In terms of modem revivals Faramondo is a rarity. This
made the Gottingen production especially welcome. The
principal problem with the work is not the quality of
Handel's music but the libretto, or rather the 1738 London
version of Zeno's lengthy text of 1699. The one that
Handel was contracted to set was a mere 540 lines, some
63% shorter that the original. That he succeeded in
injecting musical life into this 'ravaged corpse' of a text,
including so many fine arias, is the factor that justifies the
opera's revival.
The plot centres on the internecine warfare between
Faramondo, the legendary first king of the Franks, and the
Germanic tribes of the Cimbri and Sveni, led respectively
by kings Gustavo and Gernando. Rather than following
the libretto and setting the drama in the Dark Ages. the
director, Paul Curran, took the surprising, but dramatically
convincing. step of relocating it in the present and placing
it in the claustrophobic confines of a glittering casino and
its surrounding back alleys. The two German kings
(Gustavo and Gernando) became pseudo-mafia capi. and
the heroic Faramondo the leader of a military police
squad. Gary McCann 's ingenious set, with its revolving
blocks and panels. facilitated the quick changes between
what Curran described as a 'Caesar's Palace'-type casino
and 'the dark places ... where only the servants go. the
places where it's much more dirty and less pretty'.
The young cast were clearly convinced by the demands
of Curran's gritty portrayal of a corrupt underworld and its
often violent action. All gave dramatically compelling
portrayals of their individual characters, with singing that
was musically polished, focused and stylish. However, the
performances of three, Emily Fons (Faramondo), Anna
Devin (Clotilde) and Christopher Lowrey (Gernando)
were especially memorable. The American mezzo Emily
Fons was more than equal to the technical challenges of
the role originally composed for the soprano castrato
Caffarelli; she was impressive in both bravura and
cantabile numbers, but particularly so in the opera's
longest and most dramatically complex aria 'Voglio che
sia l 'indegno'.
The Irish soprano Anna Devin also
demonstrated
an
amazing
coloratura
technique,
particularly in the bravura showpiece 'Combattuta da due
venti'. The countertenor Christopher Lowrey, either at
Curran's behest or on his own initiative, transforn1ed the
character of Zeno 's original Gemando from merely a
scheming turncoat and traitor to a sleazy lecher, full of
false bravery, and up for fun! Lowrey clearly relished the

role, and the audience responded enthusiastically to his
Iightening of the tone of this dark drama.
That this production made such a powerful impression
was due in no small measure to the intuitive musical
direction of Laurence Cummings, the artistic director of
the festival, and the outstanding playing of the Festival
Orchestra Gottingen (FOG). This large ensemble, which
draws its players from some of the finest period bands in
Europe and the USA, has been one of the 'rising stars' in
the festival's performances since its formation in 2006.
This was not a production for the theatrically fainthearted, nor one for those who prefer Handel opera only in
historical recreations. However, what Curran and
Cummings brought to the festival was a vibrant
production of a problematic opera that had a clear
resonance with its enthusiastic and appreciative audience.
Central to the festival were three concerts presenting
music for two coronations (George I and II) and one royal
epitaph (George I). The second and third of these concerts
were part of a reciprocal venture with the Halle Handel
Festival. Gottingen's contribution, given by the NDR
Choir and FOG, directed by Laurence Cummings,
consisted of Handel's four anthems for George 11's
coronation in 1727, interspersed with instrumental
concertos. The professional choir performed the anthems
with a careful exactness, balanced choral textures, wellshaped lines and clarity in contrapuntal passages.
However, their approach to 'Zadok the priest'-smacked of
the over-familiar, lacking both verve and gusto. The FOG,
however, were in sparkling form, exhibiting all the
positive features of their playing in Faramondo, providing
colourful, rhythmically buoyant support to the four
excellent concerto soloists - Susanne Regel (C. P. E.
Bach: Oboe Concerto), Jurgen Essl (Handel: Organ
Concerto in D minor, op. 7 no. 4) and Elizabeth
Blumenstock, the orchestra's leader, and Phoebe Carrai,
principal cellist (J.C. Bach: Sinfonia concertante).
The Halle contribution was the third in this trio of royal
concerts. It was also more restrained, featuring an elegiac
rarity, Johann Mattheson's oratorio On the Death of the
King of Great Britain, George I. The king had died
suddenly at Osnabriick on 11 June 1727, whilst journeying
to Hanover, and because of his express wish that his
funeral should 'take place without any unnecessary
Ceremonies and Pomp', the oratorio was never performed.
The text, by the Hamburg librettist Christoph Gottlieb
Wend, takes the form of a dramatic dialogue presented by
several allegorical
characters, including
Hanover
(soprano), Britain (baritone), the Cathedral (tenor),
Rumour (alto), and Divine Providence (baritone). The five
soloists, the Vocalconsort Berlin and the Handel Festival
Orchestra Halle, under the direction of Bernhard Forck,
gave what appeared to be a careful and committed
performance.
However,
despite
some
colourful
instrumental scoring and several attractive arias, the
overall impression was that this was a rather lacklustre
composition, more interesting for its historical purpose
than for its musical merits. By contrast the same
musicians' performances of Handel's Chandos anthems

'Have mercy on me, 0 God' and 'As pants the hart'
(HWV 25 lb) were more persuasive and involving.
This was the third year of what is proving to be a very
successful partnership between Laurence Cummings
(artistic director) and Tobias Wolff (managing director).
Both appear to be committed to widening audience
involvement in the festival. This is being achieved through
an increase in the number of outreach concerts in the area
surrounding Gottingen, a free big-screen showing of the
opera, a youth opera project that enables young people to
engage with Handel's music directly, and the 'Handel 4
Kids!' series, which aims to reach those even in the
youngest age range. This all suggests a promising future
for the festival.

Graham Cummings

HALLE HANDEL FESTIVAL
When Georg Ludwig arrived in London in September
l 7 l4 to ascend the British throne, he found that another
George was already there. This was his former employee,
George Frideric Handel, whom he had dismissed as
Kapellmeister at Hanover, among other things for
overstaying his leave (although, as Donald Burrows has
demonstrated, Handel had been useful to the authorities in
Hanover with information about the state of Queen
Anne's health and the political situation in England). So it
was no surprise that the theme of this year's
Hdndelfestspie/e was ·George and George'. After the
unfortunate cancellation of last year's festival because of
flooding in Halle, and its replacement by a much curtailed
version in a gloomy November, it was a pleasure to
celebrate the return of summer with a festival that had
many good things to offer.
For reasons not clear to me, the opening concert was
moved from the G. F. Handel-Halle to the Marktkirche.
This had the drawback common to all large churches, that
those near the back had a poor view of the proceedings.
Two of the finest of the Chandos anthems, 'Have mercy
upon me, 0 God' and 'As pants the hart' (HWV 25 lb),
were beautifully performed. Between them was a work by
the friend of Handel's youth, Johann Mattheson - his
oratorio On the Death of the King of Great Britain,
George f. This was very long - a full hour or more - and
of the utmost tedium, a conclusion shared by everyone to
whom I spoke: may it long rest in peace!
The principal new production at the opera house was
Arminio, perf01med in the recent HHA edition by Michael
Pacholke. It is a fine work, much praised in its own time
but rarely given since, and the singing and playing were
excellent. As usual, alas, there was the pretentious work of
a stage-director who believed that to have extras running
on and off and around the stage to no obvious purpose was
vital to the proceedings; the set was a theatre facing the
orchestra, featuring, among other nonsenses, a grand
piano bound in ropes with a prisoner attached to it and the
female lead dressed doll-like as a five-year-old. The Halle

audience at the premiere was most perceptive: loud cheers
for the singers and the orchestra (and for Handel, one may
assume), and derisive boos for the director: will they
never learn?
The Handel-Halle was, however, the venue for a
concert performance of Amadigi, always an entrancing
favourite. It was beautifully performed by a fine cast led
by the American countertenor Lawrence Zazzo, who is
currently at the height of his powers. Some years ago he
took the title-role in performances and a recording of
Riccardo primo. As in London in 20 I 2, the year of the
Queen's Jubilee, this was an obvious choice of opera for
2014 (and one that is dear to my heart, since I edited it for
the HHA). Riccardo primo was first drafted in the spring
of 1727, when George I was still alive, then greatly
revised after his death in the June of that year, and
performed at the time of George !I's coronation, with
many references to the valour of the British and to their
new king as a successor to Richard the Lionheart. It is a
fine work, and in the London Handel Festival two years
ago it received the best production of any Handel opera
that l have seen (and frequently suffered) in nearly sixty
years. So it was with pleasant anticipation that my
colleagues and I went to the lovely Goethe-Theater in Bad
Lauchstiidt to see it given under the musical direction of
Wolfgang Katsclmer, with his Lautten Compagney Berlin.
As Katschner began conducting I sensed that something
was wrong. It is regarded as reasonably sound etiquette to
begin an opera with an overture - and the one to Riccardo
primo is particularly fine - but instead we had the battle
symphony from Act 111.This oddity was compounded by
mysterious things that happened later in the orchestration.
(There was, incidentally, only one cello in the band: the
pit at this theatre is indeed tiny, yet they usually manage
to fit in the number of players required.) So we had some
recorder solos replacing the violins in several arias, while
the timpanist, for whom there is a part in a few of the
military numbers, had a large bass drum which he patted
continuously - there is no other word to describe it - in
numbers where, according to the score, the timpanist takes
no part.
The production was not as odd as some, although the
remains of the shipwreck with which the piece begins
included a large double bed; this would have been tricky
for the smal I ships of Richard's fleet, and anyway, he and
his bride-to-be Berengaria (Costanza in the opera) were on
separate ships because they were not yet married, a point
on which the plot depends. Richard was sung by a mezzosoprano, Zoe Kissa, who did well with it, and the other
singers were very good, but the final insult to the
audience's bafflement was the battle scene at the end.
Here, after the usual stuff (plastic machine guns - yes,
you've been there before!), a vast sheet covered the
combatants and the set, ending with a lonely Costanza
surveying the scene with no one on stage. Then we cut to
the final coro, without any of the scene in which

everything is put right and the characters decide to love
each other after all. I know that the scene of a lieto fine
can often be unconvincing, but this was a bit much! In the
programme book the director, Clara Kalus, explained that
this meant that war is bad and that only Costanza comes
out of it well. So we went back to Halle somewhat
bemused.
There was another perfonnance at Bad Lauchstadt, and
this one was most interesting. It was the premiere of John
Roberts 's reconstruction of Giove in Argo (Jupiter in
Argos), a pasticcio mostly of Handel pieces but including
some by other composers. Recitatives by Handel survive
only for Act I, so Roberts had to compose those for Acts ll
and III. It is an attractive work, given here in a modern
staging set in an airport, but sensibly and amusingly done,
so that it did not cause irritation. Indeed, there were some
delightful touches, such as a couple about to make love as
they disappeared on a baggage carousel through those
floppy straps - a new idea for airports to explore.
Other delights included a lovely performance
of
Parnasso infesta in the Handel-Halle, and inevitably (but
thrillingly) the Coronation Anthems in the Marktkirche,
conducted by Laurence Cummings, interspersed with
instrumental concertos by C. P. E. and J. C. Bach. The
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, conducted by
Steven Devine, gave the rarely heard Solomon by William
Boyce, with another Chandos anthem and the overture to
Handel's Solomon. This great work, shortly to be
published in the HHA in an edition by Hans Dieter
Clausen, was perhaps the climax of the festival, with the
Welsh countertenor Iestyn Davies magnificent in the titlerole - another singer at the top of his game (see below).
The theme of the scholarly conference was 'Handel and
the Musical History of the House of Hanover'. There were
some excellent papers, and the Anglo-American team was
well represented: Graydon Beeks, Donald Burrows, John
Roberts, Peter Holman, Lawrence Zazzo, Helen Coffey
and Matthew Gardner. Another distinguished member of
the group, Colin Timms, gave the Festvo1irag, or opening
lecture, at the membership meeting of the GeorgFriedrich-Handel Gesetlschaft. His lecture on 'Steffani
and Handel as Composers for Hanover and London',
delivered in excellent German, ended with the intriguing
suggestion that Steffani may have viewed his famous
Stabat mater, which was begun in 1727, as a kind of
tribute to George I, who died that summer.
Altogether this was a fine and enjoyable festival, with
good fellowship and much convivial indulgence in food
and drink, of which Handel would undoubtedly have
approved.

Terence Best

(ENGLISH NATIONAL OPERA)
The latest Handel production at the London Coliseum was
Rodelinda, which had eight performances in February and
March. It is rightly acknowledged to be among the
greatest of Handel's operas, one of the magnificent trilogy
of the years 1724-25, together with Giulio Cesare and
Tamerlano. The cast was superb: Rebecca Evans in the
title role, Iestyn Davies as Bertarido, John Mark Ainsley
as Grimoaldo, Susan Bickley as Eduige, Richard Burkhard
as Garibaldo, and Christopher Ainslie as Unulfo; the
conductor was the very experienced Baroque specialist
Christian Cumyn. All were in top form, and Rupert
Christiansen, the opera critic of the Daily Telegraph, who
is usually unenthusiastic about Baroque opera and can be
snooty about Handel, wrote of the 'superb musical
quality' of the production. Whether he included Handel in
that encomium is not clear, but my impression is that he
did. The performance was based on Andrew Jones's HHA
edition of the score.
On the night I went, the theatre was full and the
applause most enthusiastic. After Act II, which ends with
the fabulous duet 'Io t'abbraccio' for Bertarido and
Rodelinda, as I rose from my seat for the interval, 1was so
moved that I turned to the man behind me and said, "Can
anything be more beautiful?'' He was wiping his eyes, and
said, "Just fantastic". How good it was to have proper actdivisions and two intervals.
So what to criticise? Of course, my friends, the
production, which was by Richard Jones. Things began
quite well, although there was a strange alteration in the
casting. There is a non-speaking part for Rodelinda 's son
Flavia, who is meant to be a little boy, and it is usually
played so: his existence is part of the plot, as the odious
Grimoaldo tries to use him as a pawn in his amorous
pursuit of Rodelinda. But here we had Matt Casey, a
young but grown man; no harm in that, perhaps, but the
plot does not involve him in physical assaults on
Grimoaldo and Garibaldo, which is what we saw: it just
did not fit. The staging grew increasingly fussy and began
to be tiresome when, in the Act II duet, two large blocks
of scenery, one with Bertarido and the other with
Rodelinda, moved slowly apart towards the wings until
the curtain fell - a crassly obvious piece of symbolism. In
the admittedly tricky dungeon scene in Act III there was
some silly extra business with a grossly oversized sword,
evoking laughter from the audience at what is a tragic
climax in the action. Such a pity! Oh stage-directors, do
just let the principals move about the stage and emote as
they need to!
As so often in this theatre, the English text did not
come over very well. Since surtitles are available, why not
go the whole hog and sing the opera in the original
language?
Terence Best
RODELINDA

HANDEL AWARDS
INTERNATIONAL
HANDEL RESEARCH PRlZE

2015

In 2015 the Georg-Friedrich-Hiindel-Gesellschaft
is to
award for the second time an International Handel
Research Prize to a young scholar who has completed a
research project on the life or work of George Frideric
Handel and has presented the results in a formal research
document. Research teams also may apply.
The International Handel Research Prize is sponsored
by the Foundation of the Saalcsparkasse. It is valued at
€2000 and entails the presentation of a paper to be read by
the prize-winner at the scholarly conference to be held
during the annual Handel Festival in Halle an der Saale
(8-10 June 2015).
Applications for the prize may be made by graduates in
musicology or related disciplines who have completed
their Master's or Doctoral studies (or equivalent research)
between 2012 and 20 I 5. Historical-critical editions are
also eligible submission.
Applications should be sent by l February 2015
(postmark) to:
Georg-Friedrich-Hiindel-Gesellschaft
lnternationale Vereinigung
Geschiiftsstelle
Grosse Nikolaistrasse 5
D-06 I 08 Halle ( S~ale)
Germany

e.V.

The application must include the scholarly work
undertaken (in printed and in electronic form) and be
accompanied by a brief ctmiculum vitae and an account of
the applicant's career.
The selection of the prize-winner will be made by a
panel from the Foundation of the Saalesparkasse and the
Georg-Friedrich-Handel-Gesellschaft.
The prize will be
presented at Halle in June 2015, during the scholarly
conference of the Halle Handel Festival.

HANDEL INSTITUTE RESEARCH AWARDS
Applications are invited for Handel Institute Research
Awards in support of research into the music or life of
George
Frid.eric Handel
or his associates
or
contemporaries. One or more awards may be offered, up
to a total of £ I ,000. Awards will not be made for the
payment of university or college fees. There is no
application form.
Applicants should submit an outline of their project, a
breakdown of their estimated expenditure, and a note of
any other funding (for the same project) applied for or
received; they should also ask two referees to write on
their behalf(references will not be solicited). Applications
and references must reach Colin Timms by 31 December
2014 (addresses at the end of this Newsletter).

All applicants will be contacted as soon as possible
thereafter. Any materials such as microfilms that are
bought with an award will become the property of the
Handel Institute when the applicant has finished using
them.
The Handel lnstitute has been making research awards
since soon after its establishment in 1987. Awards are
normally made in years when the Institute is not
sponsoring a conference, but there have been departures
from this pattern. Those who have received an award are
listed below. together with a note of their project. The
dates refer to the years in which the awards were made.

musicians in the papers of Violante Beatrice.
wife of P1ince Ferdinando De· Medici
20 I O

Matthew Gardner (Heidelberg): an edition of
Handel's Wedding Anthems for the HHA

2011

Ben Byram-Wigfield (London): the sacred
music of Antonio Lotti
Alison DeSimone (Ann Arbor, Michigan):
female opera singers in early eighteenth-century
London

2014

Helen Coffey (Milton Keynes): musical
patronage at the court of George I
Matthew Gardner (Heidelberg): an edition of
Deborah for the HHA

1990

Pavel Polka (Prague): a book on Handel entitled
The Triumph of Time and Truth

1992

Richard G. King (Stanford, California):
the Schoekher collection in Paris

1993

Richard G. King (Stanford):
a small supplementary grant for the same purpose

1995

Rosalie Schellhous (East Lansing, Michigan):
tonal and dramatic structure in Handel's operas
and oratorios

1996

Patrick J. Rogers (Claremont, California):
an edition of Admeto for the Hallische HandelAusgabe (HHA)

I 997

David Hurley (Pittsburg, Kansas): Handel's
oratorio singers

1998

Richard G. King (Maryland): further work on
the Schoelcher collection
Stanley C. Pelkey (Pittsford, New York):
Wesley's arrangements of Handel

2000

Susanne Dunlap (Brooklyn, New York):
the libretto of Handel's Susanna
David Hunter (Austin. Texas):
Irish audiences for and against Handel
Thomas McGeary (Champaign, lllinois):
Handel and opera in Britain

2001

David Hunter (Austin): a small supplementary
grant for further work on Handel's Irish
audiences
Berta Joncus (London): Kitty Clive
Olga Komok (St Petersburg): London concert
life in the early eighteenth century

2004

Tassilo Erhardt (Utrecht): the text, music and
theology of Handel's Messiah
Suzana Ograjensek (Cambridge): an edition of
II pastor.fido for the HHA

2006

Thomas McGeary (Champaign): manusctipts of
Messiah in American libraries

2008

Colin Timms (Binningham): music and

Natassa Varka (Cambridge): the Aylesford
sources of Handel from Saul onwards

HANDEL INSTITUTE CONFERENCE AWARDS

Applications are invited for Handel Institute Conference
Awards. These new awards, which are available for a trial
period, are intended for individuals who wish to attend an
overseas conference in order to read a paper on Handel (or
on a Handel-related subject) that has already been
accepted by the conference organisers.
The awards are open to UK residents who wish to
attend a conference elsewhere and to overseas residents
who wish to attend one in the UK. Awards will relate to
the cost of travel and/or accommodation, and applications
must be submitted before expenditure is incurred.
Preference will be given to applicants who are
postgraduate students or early-career academics and to
those wishing to attend a biennial conference of the
American Handel Society, an annual conference of the
Georg-Friedrich-Handel-Gesellschaft
(in Halle) or a
conference of the Handel Institute; but the field is not
limited in either of these ways.
Applications should include the following infomrntion:
• name, email address and institutional affiliation (if any)
of the applicant;
• details of the conference: title, organising body, place,
date(s);
• title and abstract of the paper to be delivered (not more
than 300 words);
• evidence that the paper has been accepted by the
conference organisers;
• details of travel and/or accommodation costs (based on
cheapest reasonable estimates);
• details of any financial assistance (for this purpose)
already received;
• details of any outstanding applications for such
financial assistance.
There is no deadline for applications. which should be sent
to Colin Timms (addresses at the end of this Newsletter).

CONFERENCES
19-20 September 2014
Herrenhausen Palace, Hanover

Agostino Steffani: Europiiischer Komponist
und hannoversche Diplomat der Leibniz-Zeit
Although this international interdisciplinary symposium will
have been and gone before this Newsletter is distributed, it is
worthy of note as the first-ever conference devoted entirely
to the musical and other achievements of Steffani, an
exceptional
composer
who preceded
Handel
as
Kapellmeister at Hanover and provided models for his study
and use.
For further information go to http://forum-agostinosteffani.de/forum.php, then to 'Tem1ine' and then to
·symposium'.
The conference is preceded on 18 September by a concert
in the Neustiidter Hof- und Stadtkirche St. Johannis,
Hanover, at 7.30 pm. The perfonnance of sacred and secular
works by Steffani and his contemporaries is directed from
the organ and harpsichord by Lajos Rovatkay. The concert
also marks the launch of the Forum Agostino Steffani.

CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD
We regret to announce that the conductor,
harpsichordist and scholar Christopher Hogwood the founder of the Academy of Ancient Music and
honorary president of the Handel Institute - died on
Wednesday 24 September at the age of 73. News of
his death emerged as this issue of the Newsletter
was in proof. An appreciation will be published in
the next issue.

23-26 April 2015
University oflowa, Iowa City

American Handel Society
The biennial conference of the American Handel Society
(2015) is being held in collaboration with the 23rd annual
conference of the Society for Seventeenth-Century Music.
Proposals are invited for papers, lecture-recitals, roundtable discussions or panel sessions on: all aspects of
seventeenth-century
music and its contexts; subjects
c associated with Handel's music, life and times; issues that
· cross boundaries and have relevance to both societies.
Proposals should be sent by I October 2014 to
ahs.sscm2015@gmail.com.
For more information, go to
http://sscm-sscm.org/, 'Meetings & Conferences'.

21-22 November 2015
Foundling Museum, London

Handel Institute Conference
'Handel and His
Eighteenth-Century Performers'
The next Handel Institute conference, on the theme of
Handel a11d His Eightee11th-Ce11tury Performers, will
take place at the Foundling Museum, London, in
November 2015. Proposals of up to 300 words for papers
lasting up to thirty minutes should be sent to Colin Timms
(addresses below) by 1 May 2015.
The Handel Institute is a registered charity. 110.296615. All correspmule11ce should he sent to the New,letter l'ditor. Professor Colin Timms,
Deparr111enr
"(Music. Unil'crsit_rvfBirmi11):/ham.Ed1:hasto11.Bir111ingha111.
BJ 5 '2T[.England(CR.Ti111111s@bha111.ac.11k).
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